


Dubai Hills Estate is a collection of elegantly 

designed neighbourhoods where residents and 

visitors enjoy a balanced lifestyle amongst lush 

stretches of landscaped parks, gardens and winding 

walkways. Dubai Hills Estate is located in the 

heart of ‘new Dubai’. The ‘city ‘within a city’ 

features Dubai Hills Mall, Dubai Hills Park and a 

buzzing boulevard. Also located in the community 

are world-class schools, healthcare facilities, 

recreational areas and mosques. With major roads 

connecting Dubai Hills Estate to Downtown 

Dubai, the airport and the other Emirates, the 

residents of Dubai Hills have easy access to the 

destination of their choice.

DUBAI HILLS 

ESTATE



Born out of experience and the belief that there is 

an ever-increasing need for independent co-living 

spaces, Socio is a purpose-built and purpose-

designed residence for those that want to have 

shared experiences. Socio is a fresh, hip and 

colourful social hub that provides owners and 

tenants with private residences opening onto a 

variety of world-class shared amenities.



Enjoy an entire ground floor as your lounge, 

relax in the pool, work out at the sports facilities, 

experience retail and dining shops, unwind at 

the library or relish your favourite movies in the 

cinema room.

Socio supports, enriches and inspires its residents 

through a community of like-minded investors, 

entrepreneurs, professionals and creatives from all 

corners of the world.



Socio’s eclectic aesthetic reflects the project’s 

young and fresh concept while balancing the high 

standards of design that are the hallmarks of any 

Emaar development. 

Socio boasts bright, serene, creative yet implicitly 

functional spaces in the all-natural surroundings 

of Dubai Hills Estate. 



Enjoy a homely environment that actively supports 

life with purpose and intention. Be part of hip 

and collaborative environment that enhances your 

social circle, your knowledge, and your respite. 



Socio overlooks the buzzing boulevard and is in 

close proximity to the vibrant Dubai Hills Mall. 

The large, regional mall features 750 retail and 

F&B outlets, family entertainment, a cineplex 

and a hypermarket. The meticulously landscaped 

Dubai Hills Park will further enrich the lives of 

all Socio residents. 



All bedrooms open onto the living rooms 

for a larger and spacious feel. This offers the 

user’s flexibility in their living setting. Each 

apartment unit comes with a balcony. There are 

1 bedroom and 2 bedroom units available, with 

the sizes being 42 sq. metres and 65 sq. metres.
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